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Attached is primary coolant sample analysis information you requested. 

This material was developed by S. Sland and F. Kantor. 
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SUBJECT: PRHlA~Y COOLMIT SJIJ.IPLE AtiAL.fS t S J./12/79 

Discussion 

The first sample (100 ml) of the primary coolant was taken at approximately 

1700 on r-tarch 29. Direct radiation readings of the sample were l,OOOR/hr 

Gn contact {70-BOR/hr at one foot and 10-30R/hr at three feet). 

A secondary primary coolant sample (60 ml) was collected at approximately 0730 

on April 10. Direct radiation reading of the sample was 17R/hr at 5 inches. 

(Note: Sample was in lead pig; it is assumed that the reading was with the 

top plug off). This sample was split with the licensee; NRC sent sample to 

Betth, Savannah River Laboratory, and ORfll for analysis . (As of the time 

of the memorandum. the results from Bettis had not been received). 

Evaluation 

The enclosed table is an evaluation and comoarison of the analysis of the 
. 

two primary coolant samples. Thi~ table is an update and simplification 

of a preliminary table that was informally sent to B. Grimes at 1200, 

~/12/79. 

in de:ermining the fraction of the core inventory in the primary coolant . a 

total primary coolant inventory of 7.4 x 105 lbs. (3.8 x l0 8 ml) was assur::ed 

(reference. riRC Appendix t E•1aluation). It should be noted, however, that 

approxi~ately 9 x 108 ml of make-up water (BWST) was added to the primary 

system during the early hours of the event (0400 to 2400 on 3/28}. 
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This addition to the primary system yields a large volume of water (primary 

coolant and B~ST water) in the containment sump~. some of which was pumped 

out to the auxiliary building. If it is assumed that this sump water is at 

the Saffie concentrations as the primary coolant samples, the frar.tion of the 

core inventory that is in this total coolant (1.2 x 109 ml including sump 

water) is about a factor of 3 higher than the inventory fraction calculated 

by assuming onir t~e normal primary co~lant ~!IVentory (3 .8 x 108 ml). How

ever. this approach w!ll over-estirr:lte the fraction of the core in the cool

ant, since the gross fuel faiiures occurred some time after the blowdown of 

the primary system to the sumps had i nitiated. Therefore, the actual fraction 

of the core inventory that has been lost to the coolant is probably somewhere 

between the value presented in the table and the higher value calcul~ted 

"hen considering the make-up water. 

The core inventories that were assumed for the analysis were from ORIGIN 

computer code runs which were perfonned using the actual Tr1I-2 fuel history. 

Ho~·1ever, an incorrect computer run (wrong value for :HU) was used in 

dete~ining the decayed core inventories for the 1st sample analysis 

evaluation. For comparison purposes the previous , incorrect values have 

been included in the t3ble. 

For short lived radionuclides (I-131, Cs-136), the first computer run calcu

lates core inventories about a factor of 1.2 higher than the 2nd computer 

run. For long lived radionuclides the difference is negligible. 

The core iMentories for the first sample analysis have been decay corrected 

{2 days} to roughly correspond to the analysis time • . The second sample 

core inventories have also been decay corrected {14 days to correspond 

to the analysis. 
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